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Inspiration is a special act of the Holy Spirit wherebyf.e guided the,,,

writers of the books which were to be a part of His holy Scripture, so

-that their words should convey the thoughts lie wished conveyed, arid

should be tree from errors of fact, of doctrine, or of judgment.

Thus parts of the Bible cea. came as a direct revelation from
/voW¬VQt

God to the writer. £1l of it's inspired, and kept from error. All

of it, as a result of inspiration,.beoomea a revelation from God to us,

Let us never get tbse two aspects contused, because they are

entirely' different. Revelation is God giving truth, but inspiration is

is God guarding the writers from error in wh&t they wrote.

Some people say that they believe in inspiration but .des. not in

verbal inspiration; you might just as well. Bay that you: believe in food

but not in meet, vegetables, fruit or groin-it would make just s much

sense, Inspiration does not niean getting an idea. Inspiration, in

the theological sense, means writing thoughts down in words which are

free from error. It you don't have verbal. inspiration you don't have

inspiration at all--it is the only inspiration there te. Revelation

deals with ideas, but inspiration deals with words. dhon one says that

he believes in inspiration but not in verbal. inspiration,' he ls\ltke

the man who said to me--"I believe in the resurrection of Chris~. That

is just the great principle of the permanence of personality." 1e

should rather have said that be didn't believe in the resurrect on

of Christ at alit




When Christians have expressed belief in the rer

reotion of Christ, they have meant an actual resurrection... 'fe;

use words in their historic sense, and not try to twist them'into some\

thing else. Historically the theological term inspiration .'et rred\

to words, If we believe in inspiration we believe in verbal/ inspIatiori.

If we do not believe in inspiration we ought to say so.
'

Of course aometipjes people mistakenly think that verbalinsp'r tion

means that God ha dictated the Bible to the various writers. èuO 8n
pI)tae

idea is not involved In the at all. Men wrote what God. 40 re
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